RAILROAD MONUMENTATION PROPOSAL QUESTIONS

1. IN WHAT WAY SHOULD THE ABANDONED RAILROAD LINES BE MONUMENTED?
   a. PHYSICAL MONUMENTS
   b. GPS COORDINATES (STATE PLANE—DO ALL STATES HAVE THIS?)
   c. CENTERLINE DATA AND TIES TO SECTION CORNERS
   d. OTHER

2. SHOULD VAL MAPS OR OTHER RIGHT-OF-WAY LOCATION INFORMATION BE INCLUDED IN REQUIREMENTS (IN ALL CASES OF VARYING RIGHT-OF-WAY WIDTHS THEY ARE NEEDED BUT MAY BE DIFFICULT TO FIND)?

3. SHOUL THE ACTUAL SURVEY CENTERLINE BE MONUMENTED OR JUST AN EXISTING SET OF RAILS?

4. CAN THIS BE MANDATED UNDER THE "HISTORIC PRESERVATION" UMBRELLA?

5. WHERE WOULD THIS MONUMENTED INFORMATION BE STORED AND AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC?

6. HOW CAN THIS BE MONITORED AND VERIFIED?

7. DO YOU HAVE A HORROR STORY/EXPERIENCE THAT YOU CAN RELATE AND HELP VALIDATE THE NEED FOR THIS LEGISLATION?

8. OTHER COMMENTS/QUESTIONS/CONCERNS